The Bunton line of professional mowers now includes a riding triplex greensmower. The mower is available with either an 18 hp twin-cylinder Onan gasoline engine or a 16.5 hp three-cylinder water-cooled Kubota diesel, both on anti-vibration mounts. The Onan has an aluminum block with cast iron sleeves. The drive is a true hydrostatic, closed-circuit which requires fewer valve banks and hydraulic pumps than other systems for lower maintenance.

The reels are independently operated to allow back lapping or raising individual cutting units completely off the ground. This allows multiple mowing patterns without turf damage from dragging reels during turns. All reels, carriage frames, catchers and reel motors are interchangeable. Bedknife to reel adjustment is designed for ease and simplicity. Frequency of cut is .23 inch at 3.5 mph.
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CLOSED MIXING SYSTEM

Applicator exposure to pesticide dusts or liquids can be greatly reduced with the Closed Mixing System from Lesco, Inc. The portable unit, constructed of corrosion-resistant materials, mounts on the fill well of most power sprayers.

The applicator does not have to open bags of pesticide for mixing with the unit. A closed bag of the appropriate amount of pesticide is placed inside the unit and the lid is closed. The bag is opened inside the closed system and its contents are mixed automatically with liquid in the spray tank. As a result, the chance of inhaling pesticide dust is eliminated.
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